Smart Meters Act 2018

CHAPTER 14

SMART METERS ACT 2018

Powers

1 Smart meters: extension of time for exercise of powers

Special administration regime

2 Smart meter communication licensee administration orders
3 Objective of a smart meter communication licensee administration
4 Application of certain provisions of the Energy Act 2004
5 Conduct of administration, transfer schemes, etc
6 Modifications of particular or standard conditions
7 Licence conditions to secure funding of smart meter communication licensee administration
8 Modifications under the Enterprise Act 2002
9 Power to make further modifications of insolvency legislation
10 Interpretation

Half-hourly settlement of electricity imbalances

11 Modification of electricity codes etc: settlement using smart meter information
12 Modification under section 11
13 Date from which modifications of electricity licence conditions may have effect

Final provisions

14 Short title, commencement and extent
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